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Presentation outline
• Quick review and status report
• Opportunities/challenges: solutions in the works
• Transition to supporting CMIP6
(and other model evaluation) research
• Project needs related to ESGF

obs4MIPs

https://www.earthsystemcog.org/projects/obs4mips/

• A project for identifying, documenting and
disseminating observations for climate model
evaluation in WCRP model intercomparisons,
notably CMIP.
• Data (and tech notes) accessible with the
distributed CMIP model output, adhering to
same conventions

Target Quantities
Model
Output

Gridded datasets

• Guided by the WCRP Data Advisory Council
obs4MIPS Task Team
Complete (~125*)
In Progress* (~15)
Proposals from Data Call (~100)

…. and growing!

obs4MIPs: The 4 Commandments
1. Use CMIP Standard Model Output* as guide to identify observations
2. Observations to be structured in coordination with the CMIP output
(data conventions, common vocabularies and infrastructure)
3. Hosted and searchable side-by-side with CMIP model output on ESGF
4. Include a Technical Note for each variable describing observation and
use for model evaluation (at graduate student level)
* obs4MIPs conventions have been updated to be technically aligned with CMIP6

obs4MIPs origins and milestones
Exploratory meeting at PCMDI with NASA science teams
2011
Selected NASA datasets published on ESGF
2012 - 2013
CFMIP-OBS dataset published on ESGF
2013 - 2014
International endorsement and guidance, WCRP data advisory Council (WDAC)
2014
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CMIP6 planning meeting at NASA HQ
2014
NOAA and ESA prepare contributions
2017
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Strategic preparations to strengthen project in preparation for CMIP6
2016 - present

Monitoring datasets across the federation:
Daily scans of ESGF nodes generates a catalog of available datasets
7 nodes, ~125 datasets

obs4MIPs planning meeting for CMIP6
April 2014, NASA HQ but still relevant!

Selected consensus recommendations that applied to all of the meeting topic areas:
• Expand the inventory
• Include more higher frequency data
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• Reliable and defendable error characterization/estimation of observations

ING
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• Include datasets in support of off-line simulators (prime example: COSP—Cloud
Feedback Model Intercomparison Project [CFMIP] Observation Simulator Package)
• Collocated observations, including in-situ datasets for processes level diagnostics
• Precise definitions of data products (what’s actually being reported), including biases,
and precise definitions of the model output variables are required

Ferraro et al. (2015) BAMS and full meeting report on CoG site

Progress since ESGF F2F7
• Two enhancements, addressing recommendations from 2014 workshop:
• obs4MIPs data indicators now well defined
• Mechanism for including Supplemental Information
• CMIP6/obs4MIPs data convention integration completed
(obs4MIPs Data Specifications ODS 2.1)
• Management of controlled vocabularies now established on GitHub
• Collaboration with ES-DOC to handle obs4MIPs tech notes, DOI’s
• CoG site recently transferred to LLNL, currently testing for transition
• Periodic team telecons, presentations at scientific meetings
• Two manuscripts in-prep (#1 strategy, #2 data description governance)

obs4MIPs Dataset Suitability & Maturity Indicators
Enables us to expand what data gets included

Color coded
readiness
indicators

Supplemental
Information is
“free form”,
accessible from
“best estimate”
but not searchable
independently
Prototyped
with JPL data

Transitioning to new data standards

Enabling an improved set of search facets
• Currently, most published data adheres to original standards
• Updating existing data to be ODS2.1 compliant is considered
best option
• Inserting new attributes is trivial (CMOR not req’d), but
registering content and re-publishing is required
GOAL: Implementing new set of search facets federation-wide
STRATEGY: Experiment with transition from old to new (data and
facets) at a single node, with intent of providing template for other
obs4MIPs nodes

Technical Coordination of CMIP6 and obs4MIPs
Global attributes, Controlled Vocabulary (CV),
Registered Content (RC), and Data Reference Syntax (DRS)

Some key predefined global attributes in ODS2.1

!
NEW

Institution_id (RC)
Variable_id (CV)
Source_id (RC)
Source_version_number (RC)
Region (CV)
Nominal_resolution (CV)
Variant_label

Sample
NOAA-NCEI’
‘sfcWind’
‘NOAA-NCEI-SeaWinds-1-2’
‘1.2’
‘ ‘global ocean’
‘1x1 degree’
“BE” – “best estimate”

CV and RC maintained on obs4MIPs github

Tackling the transition
Development site at LLNL

https://esgf-fedtest.llnl.gov/search/obs4mips-llnl-dev/

• Original NASA-JPL datasets have been
updated to be ODS2.1 compliant
• Currently experimenting with new facet
configuration for transition
• Transition will take time, but better to
advance rather than reliance on stop gaps
• LLNL site with new facets, examples for
supplemental information and dataset
indicators can serve as example for other
obs4MIPs sites

Common

2019 Targets
Winter'19

Spring'19

Summer'19

Fall'19

Winter'20

Re-publish existing obs4MIPs data as ODS2.1 compliant
JPL
datasets

GSFC
datasets

CFMIPOBS?

Publish new contirubtions already compliant with ODS2.1
NOAA-NCEI
datasets

ESA CCI
Begin to address proposed contributions from broader
community
Submit two papers
(strategy and conventions)

What is needed to advance/improve obs4MIPs?
• PrePARE needs to be generalized to accommodate observations –
among other things, this would ease the requirement for using CMOR
• Streamlined publication process (web based or other approach to open
up numbers who can do it), especially providers with smaller holdings
• While a great deal of infrastructure is functioning well, a broader
obs4MIPs would require more people doing hands on work.
• At some point, there will likely be a need to revisit how it is supported
and governed.
• The WGCM’s WIP may serve as a good example of how to do this, and
perhaps could be further leveraged.

Summary and Perspective
• obs4MIPs will facilitate CMIP6 model evaluation and research
• obs4MIPs task team has addressed many recommendations (e.g., enable
more data and information to be included)
• Ongoing challenge: “greasing the wheels” for obs4MIPs data preparation
and ESGF publication
• Goal for coming year is to get data in place for CMIP6, starting with a
“transition facet template” to be turned on at LLNL in early 2019. Needs to
accommodate data old and new (ODS 2.1 compliant) data.
• Efforts to advance obs4MIPs remain focused on gridded datasets.
Expanding the scope to include in-situ data will required new contributors
prepared to do substantial work

Links to related material

• CMIP6 data specifications
• obs4MIPs data specifications
• obs4MIPs tables controlled vocabulary (github)
• Draft user guide for preparing obs4MIPs (google docs)
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